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ABSTRACT: 

US Administration recently withdrew its forces from 
Afghanistan, nearly after spending two decades and in the process 
loosing more than 2400 soldiers and more than 20 thousand 
soldiers were wounded, in addition to over 2 billion dollars lost in 
the adventure of establishing democracy and wiping out terrorism. 
And the similar Phenomena can be observed in the countries like 
Iraq, Syria, venzevla, Arabian monaschies etc. There has also been 
an instance like political instability in Nepal, Srilankan economy 
crumbling under Chinese Debt to such an extent that it was forced 
to borrow money on interest to pay the already incurred Debt. 

In the present paper, an attempt has been made to study the 
Implications of Globalization on National security. The historical 
context, Present day geopolitical scenario, impacts and remedies 
have also been dealt with. 
Keywords: Globalization, National Security, Interdependence, 
Interconnectivity, Information and Technology. 

 
INTRODUCTION: 

Globalization can be defined as becoming, one, of the entire globe. In other 
words, it is the Process of integration of the countries of the world through 
various factors such an socio-Economic, Political, Educational and numerous 
other attributes. The phenomena are not new, as it has been in Practice for many 
centuries. However, the intensity of globalization has picked pace with the 
advancement in the field of Information & Technology. 
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OBJECTIVES: 
1. To study the Implications of Globalization on National security.  
2.  Present day geopolitical scenario, impacts and remedies have also been 

dealt with. 
 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY: 

The present study uses secondary data which are collected from various 
sources like BBC archives, National defense University report, and website of 
ministry of external affairs, Ministry of Housing and Urban Development and 
The Hindu News articles. 

After depth study of above mentioned data I tried my best to explain it in 
my own way. 
 
HISTORY: 

If we go back in the history, we find that the people of Indus valley 
civilization used to trade with persian and sumerian civilization, similar has 
been the cases with mesopotamian, Roman & Greek civilization. The process 
gained momentum when the Arabian kingdoms were most dominant in the 
world. later on European countries started searching other trade routes as it was 
becoming unfavorable for them to pay taxes to the muslim Kingdoms. Hence 
came in to picture, new concepts like colonialism, mercantalism, Imperialism 
which had huge impact on the inhabitants of the local places. 

East India Company came in India with the Purpose of doing trade, 
however after observing turmoil and instability in India, it ended up with the 
establishment of British Rule over the entire dominion of India. Moreover, in the 
Process, country had become battleground for European powers like Britain, 
French, Dutch, Danish, Portugal etc. And at the end, it culminated into division 
of country into two dominions i.e, India and Pakistan. 

Two of the biggest wars fought in the mankind history, 1st World War, 
and 2nd World War have their ignition in geopolitics of the time. 
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ECONOMIC PERSPECTIVE: 
There had been massive Outrage on the streets of Pakistan regarding lack 

of employment opportunities to the locals in infrastructure projects carried out 
by china under the" Built and Road iniitative", There had been similar 
demonstration of Protest throughout the srilanka, regarding handling Over of 
"Hambantota port" to chinese govt as they were not able to pay off their debt and 
hence were forced to Lent the port on lease. And the situation is similar in 
numerous countries spanning across Africa, Europe, Asia, where china is 
providing Excess loan on cheaper rate and when they  defer in the repayment of 
these loans, then they are forced to sign the lease agreements. 

 
Source:https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Belt_and_Road_Initiative#/media/File

%3AChina_Belt_Road_Initiative_Landkarte_Projekte_2018.jpg 

 
India, where, there had been plenty of MSME,  involved in manufacturing 

toys, prevalence of local toy manufacturing have lost their ground to various 
foreign toy manufacturing companies. multinational food companies like 
MacDonald, Subway, Pizza Hut, Domino's coca cola etc. can be found in every 
city of the country, which has replaced the local food outlets. And the trend is 
limited not only to the food sector, but covers other spheres also like clothing, 
Automobile, Information technology, beauty & cosmetics etc.  

Indian government decision of not joining BRI and not signing "Regional 
comprehensive Economic Partnership" (RCEP) in although viewed as anti-
Globalization stance, but it has been a blessings in disquise for the Economy of 
the country. The local market has been saved from the cheaper manufactured 
Products from china and the flood of cheaper dairy Products from Australia and 
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Newzeland. Thus serving the dual purpose of avoiding unemployment and 
disinflation. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

POLITICAL PERSPECTIVE: 
The revelations made by the “Cambridge Analytical" throws light on the 

frightening impacts of the Information & technology and the social media 
platform. Russia was suspected of medelling in the 2016 U.S. Presidential 
elections and it was believed to be operating from the African country of Ghana. 
The "Arab spring" incident observed in the Arabian monarchies in the Early 
2010 was largely fuelled by the global powers exploiting the anger and 
frustration of the local population, There has been large outrage in Iran over the 
alleged killing of its military officer by the American forces. The relation between 
India-Nepal had reached the bottom rock during the reign of K.P. oil is premier 
largely thanks to games played by chinese government in the name of 
development Projects and aids. There has been USA intervention in the domestic 
politics of other countries around the world in the name of saving or 
Implementing Democracy, but the real reason has been their self-interest. Like 
Syrian crisis, Iraq crisis, venezuela etc. 
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SOCIAL PERSPECTIVE & CULTURAL PERSPECTIVE:  
On paper, the term globalization represents the intermixing of economies 

& countries, sharing their unique traits and features. But in reality is can 
equated with the westernization i.e. imposition of western culture, Practices, 
beliefs etc. Over others. Globalization is equated on Par with the capitalist 
economy, as a result of which the already well off sections and elites and those 
living in urban areas are the ones benefitting most, while the already vulnerable 
sections have suffered. Thus it is considered to have increased the rift and 
inequality prevalence In the Society. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

There has been a feeling among the people that globalization has led to 
deterioration and in some cases even  loss of cultural identity of the local people 
for example, English, a universally accepted and spoken language is viewed as 
superimposing over local languages. However it cannot be neglected that it has 
enabled us to look at things with different perspective and understanding the 
things better. 

However, Politicisation of islam, backlash against the western valves and 
Principles like utilitarianism and materialism have started impacting the 
society. 
 
TECHNOLOGIED PERSPECTIVE: 

If there is one dimension where the impact of globalization has been 
maximum then that in the field of Information and technology. Technological 
advancernent in the field of science has made the life of People much easier and 
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comfortable, like innovation and advancement in the fields like Manufacturing 
Sector, Automobiles, telecommunication etc. is not restricted to the place of 
origin. Rather it has spread throughout the world. Mobile phone, social media 
platforms, television etc. are accessible throughout the world. And any individual 
can share their things to anyone in any part of the world. 

However it comes with their fair share of negative aspects. As there has 
been seen an unprecedented increase in the cases of cyber Crimes like extorting, 
Bullying, cyber frauds etc. These things are used by anti-social elements to incite 
Riots and communal tensions in the society. There have been cases where there 
has been direct action by one country against the other in the recent part, like 
Alleged USA attack on the nuclear installations of Iran. Kundalkulam Power 
Plant of Tamil Nadu was attacked by chinese hackers. There is a specific 
department in North Korean government especially targeted towards identifying 
hacking talents and then they are groomed.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source:https://www.google.com/search?q=impact+of+technology+on+globalizat

ion&client=ms-android-motorola-rev2&prmd=nivx&sxsrf=APq-

WBvnZ3RHuZhx9jihJMLCfUQUh5UAWQ:1643609815294&source=lnms&tbm=i

sch&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwipoMHZq9v1AhUBSGwGHQEnDeMQ_AUoAnoECAI

QAg&biw=360&bih=512&dpr=3#imgrc=O9IsMheqxgTHTM 

 
CONCLUSION: 

Every coin has two sides, so does Globalization. It does pose various 
challenges, which are very dynamic in nature, but at the same time, it also has 
provided us with the option of global cooperation’s like "Interpol", "Financial 
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Action Tank force", "UNO" etc. cope up with these challenges, Exchange, sale 
and buy of strategic weapons to deal with them. 
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